Central areas of major cities have always been of interest to totalitarian regimes. All publicly accessible areas were meant not only to be highlights of the metropolis, but also symbols of political ideologies. In communist times the glamour of the regime was supposed to be reflected in large scale and representative urban and architectural complexes. This article presents some such examples from the era of Soviet domination in Eastern Europe. Following the typology by Krzysztof Nawratek we took a closer look at how the central public space was shaped in Kiev, Warsaw, Sofia, Bucharest and Vilnius.
Introduction
WW2 was undeniably the biggest disaster Warsaw has ever experienced. As a result, the city was both totally destroyed and lost the unique chance of implementing the ambitious plans of pre-war architects and visionaries. According to them, Warsaw was going to become a proud and modern capital of the restored Polish state and should embody the power of the Poles. They focused on the fact of the country's political independence and on Poland's national heroes which were clearly visible in the plans for the city's redevelopment (Muller & Wieczorkiewicz 1935; Nawratek 2005; Trybuś 2012 ).
Due to the wartime destruction it was possible to redevelop the city, or even build it from scratch -a very new one, a superior one, freed from any historical background. The post-war situation was modelled by the communist regime which treated architecture and urban planning as one of the tools of implementing its ideology and political propaganda. Like in other Eastern European cities new areas were based on Soviet patterns representing socialist realism (Bierut 1950; Leśniakowska 2000; Drozdowski & Zahorski 2004; Stefański 1982; Zieliński 2009 ). The concept of socialist realism itself was introduced here in 1949 and until 1956 was the only trend that existed in planning and architecture. It can be applied to other cities described in the article (Vasileva & Kaleva 2017; Czepczyński 2008; Oliynyk 2006) . It is worth remembering this stream and its ideology could also be seen later in e. g. the Centrul Civic in Bucharest (Barris 2001; Blockmans 2003; Rauta 2013) . The most remarkable feature of the stream was monumentalism coupled with eclectic details of architectural form (Leśniakowska 2000; Zieliński 2009; Sudjic 2015) .
Concept and methodology
The main aim of this article is to present the impact of the communist regime on central spaces in several Eastern European cities. We tried to shed some light on the urban and architectural tools with which the space of political power was shaped.
As for the research methodology, initially we defined the political power and ideology. Later on these were applied with reference to styles in architecture and urban planning. The next stage consists of analysis of history and composition (Wejchert 1984 Lynch 1960 Cullen 1961) , analysis of function (Chmielewski 2001) as well as the meaning of some particular elements -symbolic analysis (Szolginia 1981; Szmidt 1981) . At this stage the evaluation of space was made by assessing some particular attributes of an urban complex i.e. its scale, form, spatial organisation and the context of the surroundings in the following manner: − 0 -attribute does not exist or is of no importance; − 0.5 -basic existence of no meaning; − 1 -a predominant feature.
The attributes were described in two contexts, firstly as democratic (including) space, secondly, as totalitarian (egalitarian) space. The score suggests whether each particular space is of a democratic or totalitarian character (Nawratek 2005: 46) (Tab. 1).
State of research
The term 'political power' is crucial in this article. It is a sort of universal power, entitled to rule (authority) due to its competence and ideology, when it is commonly believed that rulers act wisely and righteously for society (Ziembiński 1980) . The authorities are armed with ideology, a set of ideas, norms and concepts embracing the whole reality. The combination of political power and ideology led to a situation where architecture and space became one of the propaganda tools of the authorities (Nawratek 2005; Bazylow 1989; Bankowicz 1999) . Interestingly enough, all types of totalitarian regime used space in a very similar way. For example, Nazi architecture and the urban planning of the Third Reich, which got its inspiration in classicism, was able to create monumental buildings and complexes which emphasised its superiority and the power of the regime. They intentionally diminished the role of human beings, making them only spectators of military and political events. Another It was meant to be the successor to the Empire. One can say it was the cutting-edge stream which, while applying classical patterns, was able to create modern forms, as opposed to socialist realism which was a simple style, based on classicism. The stream was supposed to be compact, block-styled, full of monumentalism and ornaments. Its simplicity had to discourage any interpretations. These three trends, characterised by political power embodied by one person, have a lot in common (Barris 2001; Bazylow 1989; Leśniakowska 2000 , Sudjic 2015 . All these styles echo the heritage of ancient Rome and follow classical architecture. Another common characteristic is the axial and symmetrical construction of monumental and ideology-impacted buildings and architectural complexes. Human beings are only there to witness the pathological folie de grandeur and gross symbols (Barris 2001; Sudjic 2015) .
Case studies
Warsaw
The post-war reality of city reconstruction and the establishment of the government institutions of a centralised state inescapably led to the construction of a wide range of public buildings. The planned 'District of Ministries' was supposed to be a prestigious area dedicated to the new authorities and with limited access -an axial establishment with a gargantuan square on Marszałkowska Street (Fig. 1 ). Its character had to be highlighted by two skyscrapers -on Niepodległości Avenue and Krucza Street. They also planned the House of the Party as being not directly part of the complex, but still of the most figurative importance. The district's functions -the representative and the administrative ones -were placed in an axial composition with octagonal buildings and squares. The analysis indicates its totalitarian character -it was excluding, monumental, disregarding the surroundings (Drozdowski & Zahorski 2004; Leśniakowska 2000; Zieliński 2009 ). The integrating part of the Warsaw redevelopment was its central artery -Marszałkowska Street. The restoration plans made just after the war were too modern. The breakthrough was the Six-year plan for rebuilding of Warsaw which changed the street into the most important representative axis of the city. The street was planned to be surrounded with elegant socialist realist buildings stretching from the MDM (Marszałkowska Residential District, in Polish: Marszałkowska Dzielnica Mieszkaniowa) with its centrally located Konstytucji Square -a venue for political parades and marches, and near the tallest building -the Palace of Culture -with its enormous square. Later changes made them be the end point of the parades. The Palace of Culture as landmark no 1 dominates the city (Fig. 1) .
The axial character was slightly distorted by the main point (the Palace) being located off the axis. (Drozdowski & Zahorski 2004; Leśniakowska 2000; Zieliński 2009 ).
Unlike the inter-war period, when the role of political authorities as a creator of public space collided with the democratic character of the political system, the post-war system enabled (Bierut 1950: 210) the authorities to fully create public space. Post-war socialist realism was integral with respect to architecture and ideology and was to be implemented in a very precise way. Its aim was to model a new type of society. One has to say that its architecture and urban planning were not of an outstanding quality. The ideal socialist realist city should be simple in visual terms and its forms so that solutions would not have to be interpreted. According to the socialist ideology, architecture and urban planning are a part of art free from any rational and economic background. The Varsovian examples of socialist realism like Marszałkowska Street, the District of Ministries and the Marszałkowska Residential District (MDM) embody the ideology of their time. Their aim was to represent a new political, economic and social order and as a result, their representative function took the upper hand over functionality. Their large architectural and urban complexes were tailor-made for masses of people participating in public events. Neither small communities nor individuals mattered, but rather society as a whole. Monumental buildings had to be accommodated in large-scale space. The Palace of Culture is the best example. Unfortunately, the enormous square in the District of Ministries was never built. Although it was likely to have become an empty space -a lifeless hole inside the administrative and office district, its realisation would have fully highlighted the complex, especially the Ministry of Agriculture (Drozdowski & Zahorski 2004; Leśniakowska 2000; Zieliński 2009 ).
The analysis (Tab. 2) that has been conducted has shown some continuity in the idea of applying some functions to a particular space.
The Master Plan for Vilnius city centre As a result of its incorporation into the Soviet Union, Vilnius became one of the many capitals of Soviet republics. The redevelopment plan for Moscow from 1935 set an example for the remaining cities in the Soviet bloc. This happened in Vilnius as well (Maciuika 1999) . Just after WW2 (Fig. 2) for the city centre appeared prepared by Vladislovas Mikučianis. One of its main characteristics was the creation of a new city centre with a square urban complex inside it. Its parts, the buildings, were of a low value in themselves, they could only be perceived as items in the whole complex. The Soviet square was supposed to become the administrative centre of the city's heart. A symmetrical square was planned in order to surround the Government Square and the Victory Monument, both located on Stalin Avenue. This establishment was going to highlight the compositional axis of Stalin Avenue as well as to create a new meridian axis with the Monument of Victory (Shtromas 2003) . This proposal does not seem to have been rescaled except for the Government Palace. What is more, the project respected the context and scale of the surroundings (Tab. 3). The plan's form was rather monumental, referring to classicism, and it did strive for symmetry and height. As for spatial organisation one can conclude the architects designed it for masses of people who should enjoy tremendous views of the main facades and openings of the square. The architecture should have consisted of both national and Soviet features. The main landmark was going to be the Government Palace modelled on the socialist realist architecture of Moscow (Shtromas 2003) .
The redevelopment plan for the centre of Kiev
As well as Vilnius, Kiev also became one of the capitals of the Soviet republics -the Ukrainian Soviet Republic. Just after the WW2 these cities started to prepare redevelopment proposals for the city centre. The works started in 1944 -a public procurement process was initiated inviting architects from Kiev and the whole of the Soviet Union, resulting in 23 proposals submitted. According to the guidelines, the tallest building of pre-war Kiev, Ginzburg House, was to be 
Figure 3
View for centre of Kiev around 1961 Source: (Oliynyk 2006: 85) replaced by an even taller one. The winning project by Vyacheslav Oltarzhevsky and Anatoly Dobrovolsky and their team was partly realised (Czepczyński 2008) . The projects were mainly concentrated on the creation of geometric squares with statues as landmarks as well as large stairs, long sets of columns and blocks on a radial and axial basis and facades. The winning project (Fig. 3) was not fully implemented unlike some of its elements -the restoration of the Maydan of Independence and the 'Ukraina' Hotel. The scale of the establishment is neither too big nor too small. Its form is definitely monumental with austere facades. The space is typically dedicated to masses of people -although it is not surrounded by government buildings, it is perfect for large events (Tab. 4). As for respect for context, it partly reflects traffic routes and echoes the spatial character from the pre-war times (Oliynyk 2006) .
Government buildings in Sofia (Largo district)
Largo (Fig. 4) is the architectural establishment of three buildings in the centre of Sofia, the capital of Bulgaria. They were designed by Petro Zlatew and Peter Zagorski and were built in 1956 to become the new administrative centre of the Bulgarian state and a new landmark in the city. It is believed to be one of the best examples of socialist classicism in South-Eastern Europe. It consists of the former House of the Party, nowadays used by the administration of the Parliament, and two buildings to its sides: the present day TZUM department store and the home of the government of Bulgaria and the second, occupied by the President's office, a hotel and the Ministry of Education. It was all built between 1951 and 1956 and at its heart is a square with the symmetrical facade of the former House of the Party (Czepczyński 2008) .
The style of all the buildings is very homogenic, their facades are divided into 3 with the platform lined with a darker colour. The architecture is strictly derived from classicism. The scale of the complex is appropriate for the size of the city. Unfortunately, the form is exaggerated, the buildings are too overwhelming (Tab. 5). The square space is subordinated to the 
Figure 4
Government buildings in Sofia in the 1960s Source: (Kaleva 2013: 82) landmark -the House of the Party. It is a kind of yard in front of the most important building in communist Bulgaria. Still, the establishment respects the context to some extent, the size of the buildings is adjusted to what was found in the post-war city (Vasileva & Kaleva 2017 ). Centrul Civic -Bucharest
The last city analysed in this study is the capital of Romania -Bucharest. The city experienced an earthquake in 1977 which resulted in significant redevelopment following the vision of the dictator -Nicolae Ceaușescu.
The project embraced the creation of a large, representative district consisting of, among other buildings, the House of the Republic (present-day Parliament), major public institutions as well as Alba Iulia Square commemorating the unification of Romania and Transylvania. It all had to be connected by the wide Boulevard of the Victory of Socialism (Fig. 5) . The whole establishment was a mixture of communism and nationalism (Blockmans 2003; Gospodini 2004; Light & Young 2010) . The pace of change forced by the authorities was so fast that it was named by the city dwellers Ceaușhima -(comparing the activities undertaken by Ceaușescu with the damage caused by the nuclear bomb explosion in Hiroshima (Cavalcanti 1992; Light & Young 2010) . Residents were made to leave their homes for the outskirts of the city with a few days' notice. Many districts were pulled down e.g. the district of Uranus famous for its villas and spectacular burgher houses. On the hill a Palace of the Republic (later known as the Palace of the People) was designed from which an avenue was supposed to stretch out. It was meant to be 22 m wider and 1 km longer than the Champs-Élysées in Paris (Cavalcanti 1992) . The architects and planners of the time treated the city as a tabula rasa (Barris 2001) . The only obstacle to dramatic change was the landscape structure of the area and the waters flowing there. The form was monumental with a large avenue leading to the Palace of the Republic on Uranus Hill. Other buildings were adjusted to this scale separating the 'ideal' city from what was hidden behind in its courtyards. Spatial organisation (Tab. 6) was dedicated to an elitist audience with rescaled elements of large interiors designed only for mass events (Gospodini 2004) . Architecture became the tool of the authorities efficiently combining traditional Romanian decorations with neoclassical facades. These facades, inspired by the most proper, monumental classical style and national culture of Romania, had to make people realise the cultural continuity (Blockmans 2003; Light & Young 2010) .
Summary
Thanks to the analysis we have been able to spot some similarities between the cities we investigated. The spaces of political power stand out with their representative character and large scale, sometimes exceeding the scales of city and country which can be demonstrated by how little of it was actually completed. In some cases, we can see continuity in implementing functions in particular spaces. The striving for grandeur, momentum and pomposity indicate they can be classified as opposed to those completed in democratic systems which have a tendency to self-control and decency in urban planning (Barris 2001; Nawratek 2005; Sudjic 2015) .
One can conclude that the score of 'totalitarian' and 'democratic' space derives from the fact of how politically important a given city was to its authorities. In the case (Tab. 7) of Vilnius and Kiev, most of the establishment was not completed. Sofia is economical in scale, but a well-refined project, Bucharest -a large-scale concept for the new city; rescaled, idyllic and irrational. Also, the most significant gap between both indicators can be seen in Bucharest and this amounts to 3.5 points. It only emphasises the fact that Bucharest was an exceptionally gross intervention in urbanity without rational reasons, needs and rational planning. Modelled on the redevelopment of Paris by Hausmann 100 years beforehand, in the 1880s, nowadays it appears to be outdated and gross. Last, but not least, there is Warsaw, a gargantuan establishment with a distinct gap between the democratic and totalitarian space amounting to 3.5 points. Its architects clearly followed the urban doctrine from Moscow.
Juxtaposing Warsaw and Bucharest, one parallel is distinctly seen (Fig. 6) . In both cases the gap between totalitarian and democratic solutions is vast. Both concepts bear many similarities although they come from different epochs. Bucharest is a realisation of Ceauşescu's visions, Marszałkowska Street is a tribute paid to Joseph 
Figure 6
Sum of an evaluation of space in cities selected for investigation Source: own study Stalin on each Labour Day parade. Both projects were produced from scratch, possess vast avenues, and rescaled landmarks (the Palace of Republic and the Palace of Culture). Nevertheless, the reasons for the investments are very much in contrast to the functions they serve or would have served. As governmental buildings, the scale was their most vital characteristic, rather than the details and functionality. They are both gigantic constructions, striving for height, symmetry and grandeur. Architectural details were only made to anchor them in the national culture by references made to the traditional architecture of the countries.
All these examples make us realise that the political regimes obtained a wide range of tools and freedom in the creation of city centres. The only obstacles were financial shortages and the human factor. The cities were not designed for their dwellers, but constituted means of ideology implementing political systems with their obsession of grandeur, height and symmetry. All the examples share the same socialist realist model of urbanity modelled on the redevelopment of Moscowwide and straight avenues, surrounded with palaces for the people, with large squares and major government buildings.
